2020-2021 Remote Scheduling by School

Preschool- Further information regarding times to follow
- Online Check In with Students
- Greeting
- Read Aloud
- Standard Based Activities Assigned

Caruso School- 1:00-2:30
- Online Check In with Students
- Whole group mini Lessons
- Small group/individual instruction
- Standard Based Activities Assigned

Bolger Middle School- 12:30-2:30
Period 1-4 is an A day and 5-8 is a B day.

- Period 1/5 12:30 - 1:00
- Period 2/6 1:00 - 1:30
- Period 3/7 1:30 - 2:00
- Period 4/8 2:00 - 2:30

Keansburg High School- 12:30-2:30
- Period 1/2 12:30 - 1:00
- Period 3/4 1:00 - 1:30
- Period 5/6 1:30 - 2:00
- Period 7/8 2:00 - 2:30

In order to reach the 200 minute requirement for HS students; all teachers will be assigning Instructional Extension Activities that are in alignment with their teaching, curriculum, and standards. This can include, but is not limited to remote group work with peers on a project, watching supplemental videos in conjunction with assignment, anchor activities, guided practices with supplemental instructional videos, Kahoot, supplemental readings, and research based activities.